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UWB Radio Ranging Studies 

A Final Report to the Office of Naval Research 
on Contract No. N00014-00-1-0221 

R. A. Scholtz, Principal Investigator 
University of Southern California 

Los Angeles, CA 90089-2565 
scholtz@usc.edu 

Abstract: The research grant supported the study of UWB radio ranging advantages and issues 
caused primarily by the wide radio frequency bandwidth and fine time resolution capabilities of 
these systems.   Significant progress was made in understanding how to cooperatively range in a 
dense multipath environment. In addition, UWB propagation measurements were made in a 
shipboard environment to determine the difficulties in positioning using RF signals in a large 
rnetallic enclosure, and issues in sharing a large RF bandwidth with other narrowband radio 
systems were explored. 

Research Summary 

The work associated with this contract has focused on the application of ultrawideband (UWB) 
radio to radio ranging systems.   Three distinct research problems have been explored: 

• The design of cooperative radio ranging algorithms, 
• The evaluation of UWB radio interference to other receivers, 
• The propagation of UWB signals in a shipboard environment. 

Our research in these areas is documented in the following sections, with the names listed being the 
participating graduate students. Those items not completely described in this report are attached as 
appendices. 

The design of UWB ranging algorithms (Joonyong Lee) 
Since UWB ranging study was proposed to ONR, a signal processing technique for the detection 
of the earUest arriving signal (sometimes referred to as the direct path signal) has been developed 
as a key factor for accurate ranging. Our initial work was reported in (abstract only): 

Joonyong Lee and R. A. Scholtz, "Time of Arrival Estimation of the Direct Path 
Signal in UWB Communications," National Radio Science Meeting (URSI), Boulder 
CO, January 2001. 

Abstract: The exceptionally fine time resolution and penetration capability of UWB 
signals enable potential applications involving high-resolution ranging systems. For this 
purpose, accurate detection of the time of arrival of the direct path signal is essential. 
Complex geometry and dynamics containing many unknown spatial variables are 
involved in UWB propagation. The direct path signal is not always the strongest in a 



multipath environment, especially in beyond line of sight propagation. This makes 
ranging to the full capabilities of ultra-wideband signals challenging. 

A signal processing technique for estimating the time of arrival of a direct path signal in 
the presence of dense multipath interference is introduced. The basic idea is to select a set 
of candidate propagation path delays for the received signal and determine the one that 
satisfies a certain decision criterion. The key parameters used in the decision criterion 
are the relative strength and the relative time displacement between the strongest path and 
a potential direct path signal. Thresholds are applied to these parameters based on the 
characteristics of the initial portion of the signal. 

The analysis of different kinds of potential errors is presented. The two kinds of errors 
encountered in these systems are (1) an early false alarm error and (2) a missed direct 
path error. An early false alarm error occurs when a signal detection caused by noise 
and/or interference is declared prior to arrival of the direct-path signal. A missed direct 
path error occurs when a reflected signal path is declared to be the direct path. The 
probability of early false alarm error can be approximated by a simple exponential form 
using techniques employed in the evaluation of high level crossing probability for a 
continuous random process. Stochastic characterization of the initial signal structure is 
required to refine the decision criterion. 

The research continued with an effort to optimize choice of threshold parameters used in the 
ranging algorithm. An error analysis was performed based on the statistical description of the 
initial signal structure. This statistical modeling was done with 527 indoor UWB pulse response 
measurements with blocked LoS(Line of Sight). The joint distribution of the relative strength 
and the relative time displacement between the strongest path and the first arriving path was 
modeled and independence between these two parameters was shown using X^ test. Portions of 
this work were reported by 

R. A. Scholtz, UWB Radio Ranging Studies, Marine Corps Science and Technology 
Program Review, 2 March 2001, at Quantico, VA. 

The complete description of this work, including algorithm design, statistical modeling, 
parameter selection, propagation anomalies, and techniques for cooperative ranging were were 
documented in the following journal paper. 

Joon-Yong Lee and Robert A. Scholtz, "Ranging in a Dense Multipath Environment 
Using an UWB Radio Link," IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, vol. 
20, no. 12, pp. 1677-1683, December 2002. 

ABSTRACT: A time-of-arrival (ToA)-based ranging scheme using an ultra-wideband 
(UWB) radio link is proposed. This ranging scheme implements a search algorithm for 
the detection of a direct path signal in the presence of dense multipath, utilizing 
generalized maximum-Hkelihood (GML) estimation. Models for critical parameters in 
the algorithm are based on statistical analysis of propagation data and the algorithm is 
tested on another independent set of propagation measurements. The proposed UWB 
ranging system uses a correlator and a parallel sampler with a high-speed measurement 



capability in each transceiver to accomplish two-way ranging between them in the 
absence of a common clock. 

A UWB range ambiguity function has been newly defined and its theory has been developed. It 
is different from the narrowband ambiguity function because it employs a time scaling factor 
rather than a Doppler shift parameter. This function serves to define the limits of time resolution 
for UWB matched filter receivers. This and issues of samphng methods were published in the 
following paper. 

Joon-Yong Lee and Robert A. Scholtz, "Problems in Modeling Ultra-Wideband 
Channels," Asilomar Conference on Signals, Systems, and Computers, November 2002. 

ABSTRACT: Ultrawideband (UWB) channel models pose a new set of problems to the 
designer. The very wide radio frequency bandwidth employed by a UWB radio means that 
more structure of the channel is exposed by the fine time resolution of the UWB radio 
receiver. Issues pertinent to the design and simulation of UWB communication and ranging 
systems will be illustrated through a set of UWB measurements. 

Interference issues in the deployment of UWB Radios (Joonyong Lee and Robert Weaver) 
The UltRa Lab carried out an effort to determine the capabilities of a UWB radio in the presence of 
interference and under a regulation that might be acceptable to the FCC. This involved most of the 
graduate students, including those supported by ONR. Here is the citation and abstract of an 
invited paper on the subject, which credits ONR support for part of the work. 

R. A. Scholtz, R. Weaver, E. Homier, J. Lee, P. Hilmes, A. Taha, and R. Wilson, 
"UWB Radio Deployment Challenges," Personal Indoor Mobile Radio Conference 
2000. London, September 2000. 

ABSTRACT: The challenges related to the deployment of ultrawideband (UWB) radios are 
posed in terms of interference issues that UWB radio systems will encounter. The problem 
of coexistence with a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver is used as an experimental 
example. Calculation of an upper bound to UWB transmitter power illustrates the effect of 
one possible type of regulation for a given UWB antenna system. The interference 
environment for a UWB receiver is used to lower bound the UWB transmitter power at a 
given data rate, and sample measurements are provided. 

Later we were contacted by the American Radio Relay League and asked to evaluate the effect of 
interference from our equipment on one of their more sensitive analog radio receivers. This 
exercise turned out to be quite involved, the problems having to do with sensitivity, dynamic range, 
and nonlinearities in the front end of the victim receiver. 

R. D. Wilson, R. D. Weaver, M.-H. Chung and R. A. Scholtz, "Ultra-Wideband 
Interference Effects on an Amateur Radio Receiver," 2002 IEEE Conference on Ultra 
Wideband Systems and Technologies, Baltimore MD, May 2002. 



ABSTRACT: This paper illustrates the complexity of issues that arise in the accurate 
measurement and interpretation of ultra-wideband (UWB) interference effects in 
narrowband receivers. The behavior of an amateur radio receiver in the presence of 
sinusoidal and UWB interference is studied.   We characterize antenna response and 
receiver non-linearities, which lead to an understanding of UWB effects on the receiver 
output during outdoor response measurements as a function of range and antenna 
orientation. 

Propagation in the shipboard environment (Joonyong Lee and Robert Weaver) 
Much of the work that we are doing on UWB ranging algorithms is environment dependent. To 
explore an environment of interest to the Navy, we took propagation test equipment to the Naval 
Facilities Engineering Support Center at Port Hueneme, and performed propagation tests in the 
empty cargo hold of the 1755 Curtiss. Our contact there was 

Steve Gunderson, (805) 982-1262, steve@nfesc.navy.mil 

These tests indicated that pulse response functions in this environment can be 10 or more times 
longer than typical indoor measurements in an office building. This indicates that special care 
must be taken to avoid interpulse interference in UWB modulation and receiver design for 
shipboard systems. These measurements were also described at the above mentioned Marine 
Corps Science and Technology Program Review, 2 March 2001, at Quantico, VA. 

The results of these tests were eventually reported in thefoUowing: 

Appendix A: USC UltRa Lab: Shipboard Environment Characterization, in Naval 
Total Asset Visibility (NTAV) Tests on the SS Curtiss, Port Hueneme, CA 25 
September - 6 October 2000, Technical Report March 2002 (Appendix coauthored 
by S. Gunderson, R. Scholtz, K. Chugg, R. Weaver, J. Lee, C. Corrada, E. Homier, 
and R. Wilson). 

Other related UWB radio talks (not mentioned above) presented by the investigator 

• R. A. Scholtz, "Ultrawideband Communication Systems," ARO MURI Program in Chaotic 
Communications, Winter School 2000, University of California, San Diego, 

• Jan. 23-26, 2000. 
• "R. A. Scholtz, '"Multiple Access with Time-Hopping Impulse Modulation," Broadband 

Space-Time Seminar, Acorn Technologies, Inc., Pacific Palisades, February 11, 2000. 
• R. A. Scholtz, "Ultrawideband Radio," Workshop on Ultrawideband Communications 

(sponsored by the Office of Naval Research), Berkeley Wireless Research Center, May 16, 
2000. 

• R. A. Scholtz, "Ultrawideband Radio," first speaker (invited) at the NSF Wireless Grantees 
Workshop, Washington DC, Feb. 20-21, 2001. 

• R. A. Scholtz, "Ultrawideband Radio Ranging Studies," first academic speaker, Marine 
Corps Science and Technology Program Review, Quantico, VA March 2, 2001. 

• R. A. Scholtz, Seminar speaker. Time Domain Corporation, Huntsville, AL, June 7,2001. 



R. A. Scholtz, Seminar speaker, Information Sciences Institute, Marina del Rey, CA, 
September 6, 2001. 
R. A. Scholtz "Remarks on Ultrawideband Radio," first academic speaker at the NETEX 
Program Industry Day, (a DARPA meeting), McLean VA, Sept. 10, 2001. 
R. A. Scholtz, Speaker and Session Chairman at the Third IEEE Workshop on WLAN, 
Newton MA, Sept. 27-28, 2001. 
R. A. Scholtz, "Ultrawideband Radio," opening technical speaker at the Intel Ultra- 
Wideband Technical Forum, Hillsboro, OR, October 11-12, 2001. 
R. A. Scholtz, "Ultrawideband Radio," seminar speaker, Magis Networks, San Diego CA, 
February 15,2002. 
R. A. Scholtz, Panelist, "Ultra-wideband - The Future of Short and Medium Range Wireless 
Communications," WCNC 2002, Orlando, Florida, March 17-21, 2002. 
R. A. Scholtz (woekshop organizer) "An Ultra-Wideband Technology Workshop: From 

Research to Reality," and Panel Chair "UWB Interference and Coexistence," (jointly 
sponsored by Intel and the UWB MURI) October 3-4, 2002. 
Ultrawideband Radio: Past, Present, and Future," Berkeley Wireless Research Center 
Winter Retreat, Monterey CA, January 13-14, 2003. 

Graduate students supported by this grant: 

Sachin Agrawal 
Carlos Corrada, Graduated, Now teaching at the University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras campus 
Yi-Ling Chao 
Yenming Chen 
Joon -Yong Lee, Graduated, now teaching at Handong University, Korea. 
Robert Weaver 

Undergraduate students supported; 

Phil Hirz 

Miscellaneous information; 

In 2001 Dr. Scholtz received the Military Communications Conference Award for Technical 
Achievement, an award for hfetime contributions to the field, and to this conference in particular. 

In 2002-3, Dr. Scholtz served as a consultant to the Defense Science Board Task Force on 
Wideband RF Technologies. 
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Ranging in a Dense Multipath Environment Using 
an UWB Radio Link 

Joon-Yong Lee and Robert A. Scholtz, Life Fellow, IEEE 

Abstract—k time-of-arrival (ToA)-based ranging scheme using 
an ultra-wideband (UWB) radio link is proposed. This ranging 
scheme implements a search algorithm for the detection of a 
direct path signal in the presence of dense multipath, utiUzing 
generalized maximum-likelihood (GML) estimation. Models for 
critical parameters in the algorithm are based on statistical anal- 
ysis of propagation data and the algorithm is tested on another 
independent set of propagation measurements. The proposed 
UWB ranging system uses a correlator and a parallel sampler 
with a high-speed measurement capabiUty in each transceiver to 
accomplish two-way ranging between them m the absence of a 
common clock. 

Index Terms—Delay estimation, distance measurement, multi- 
path channels, ultra-wideband (UWB). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

THE FINE time resolution of ultra-wideband (UWB) 
signals enables potential applications in high-resolution 

ranging. The novel aspect of UWB ranging is the fact that the 
multipath time-spread in many channels of interest is often 100 
to 1000 times the inherent time resolution of the UWB signal 
detected in a matched-filter receiver. Detection of the direct 
path signal in the presence of dense multipath, which deter- 
mines ranging quality, becomes a different kind of problem 
in this case. Multipath resolution techniques in narrowband 
systems have been well developed [8], [9]. Win and Scholtz [2] 
introduced a maximum-likelihood (ML) detector for multipath 
in UWB propagation measurements and Cramer et at. [4]-[6] 
used the CLEAN algorithm to develop a UWB channel model 
involving angle-of-arrival (AoA), as well as time-of-arrival 
(ToA). 

This paper introduces a ToA measurement algorithm utilizing 
generalized maximum-likelihood (GML) estimation for the de- 
tection of the direct-path signal. Multipath delay and amplitude 
parameters appearing in this algorithm are modeled statistically 
from propagation data and the algorithm is tested on an inde- 
pendent set of propagation measurements. Probabilistic anal- 
ysis of different kinds of errors using these statistical models 
provides a way of determining the thresholds used in the ToA 
algorithm, as well as estimating the algorithm's performance. 
We conclude by presenting the schematic design of an UWB 

Manuscript received December 14, 2001. This work was supported by the 
Office of Naval Research under Contract NOOO14-00-0221. 

J.-Y. Lee was with the Ultra-Wideband Radio Laboratory, University of 
Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-2560 USA. He is now with 
School of Computer Science & Electrical Engineering, Handong Global 
University, Pohang, Korea (e-mail: joonlee@handong.edu). 

R. A. Scholtz is with the Communications Sciences Institute, Department 
of Electrical Engineering-Systems, University of Southern California, Los An- 
geles, CA 90089-2565 USA (email: scholtz@usc.edu). 
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Fig. 1. Basement floor plan of the building where the experiments were 
conducted. Interior walls are metal smd and dry wall construction. Circular 
marks stand for the locations of the receiving antenna and the rectangular mark 
indicates the transmitting antenna's location. 

ranging system with a high-speed measurement capability and 
a two-way ranging technique that utilizes this algorithm. 

II. PROPAGATION MEASUREMENT 

A set of indoor propagation measurements was conducted 
at the University of Southern Califomia to test the ToA algo- 
rithm presented in the next section. Pulses with a subnanosecond 
width were transmitted with one microsecond spacing and mea- 
sured with a digital sampling scope. The antennas were verti- 
cally polarized diamond dipoles [10], approximately 5 ft above 
the floor. The sampling rate of the measured signal is 20.5 GHz. 
Sampled waveforms were averaged over 512 sweeps to acquire 
a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

Fig. 1 is the floorplan of the building where the measurements 
were taken. Signals were measured at 18 different locations 
while the transmitter was fixed in the laboratory. At location 
1, the signal was measured with a visually clear line-of-sight 
(LoS) and used to calibrate the arrival time of the direct path 
signal. The other 17 signals were measured with a blocked 
LoS. At locations 16-18, the LoS path was blocked by an 
elevator (a metalUc shucture), so the direct path signal could 
not be measured while multipath could be observed. 

Fig. 2 shows the samples of signals taken at location 1, 
4, and 14, respectively. Notice that the signals shown in the 
second and the third plot have stronger multipath components 
than the direct path signal. In these cases, if a ranging system 
synchronizes with the strongest signal component for the 
purpose of range estimation, a large-scale error will occur. The 
presence of reflected signals that are sti-onger than the direct 
path signal makes ranging to the full capabilities of UWB 
signals challenging. 

0733-8716/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE 
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Fig. 2. Maiuiol signals at locabon I, 4, and 14. The vertical axis bcHcaies 
Jveaal sutsjlh in millivolB, The vertical scales of each plot uic diffanii. 
intiirjrine dilTciaica in rhminrl ancmiaiioa Tbc signal shows in the fim plot 
was measured uriih a clear LoS and the oilKn wac measured In the presence 
ot LoS blodcaje. 

IIL DETECTION OF DIRECT PATH SIGNALS 

In this paper, the direct path signal is assumed to be the ear- 
liest anrival at the receiver. When the straight-line path from 
transmitter to receiver is in fact a viable propagation path, ToA 
estimation of the direct path signal is useful for ranging. As 
shown in the signals of Fig. 2, the direct path signal is not always 
tlie strongest in the presence of a visual LoS blockage. The ToA 
algorithm in this section does not assume that the direct path 
always supplies the strongest response. 

A. Signal Representation 

When a single pulse is tnmsmitied, the received signal is com- 
po.sed of direct path signal, reflected signals, noise, and interfer- 
ence [1]. So the received signal r,n{t) can be represented by 

L 

r,„(f) = ads{t -Tj) + J2 in5(< - -r^) + "mW     (1) 

where TJ < n < rj < ■ • ■ < rjc,. The parameters T^ and 
aj are the arrival time and strength of the direct path signal, 
respectively, and r„ and a„ are those of the nth reflected com- 
ponent. The wavcfoim s{t) denotes the canonical single-patJi 
signal, used as a correlator template, with a width of Tp sec- 
onds. The number of multipath signals /!. is unknown a priori. 
The noise n^Ct) is assumed to be additive white Gaussian, and 
interference is assumed to be zero. 

Let Tpeak and apcsj, be the arrival time and amplitude of the 
strongest path and assunoc these have been determined by cor- 
relation. Then, ra(t), a normalized and shifted version of rm(0. 
can be represented by 

^S) = i 1 '•m(i + TpciO,) 
I"pB«kl 

L 

= Pis{t + S) + '^ar,sit + P^)+n,{l)       (2) 

= Pasit + 6)+ J2 ans(' + /9n) 

4- ^  ans{t + 0„) + n,{t) (3) 

where 

(4) 

<5 = T'pwk -Td>      <5 > 0 

Pd = a<i/M, -1 < Prf < 1 

/3n = Tp^k -Tn,      £>0l>fli>--->Pl, 

an = an/|aji,        -1 < a„ < 1, Vn </.. 

The noise n, (t) being a time-shifted version of nui(f). is a white 
Gaussian noise signal. The third term in (3) represents the mul- 
tipath components wliich arrive later than the peak path. To sim- 
plify the problem, let us restrict our observation to the portion 
of the signal prior to and including the arrival of the strongest 
path by tmncaling r,{t). Let us define r{t) as 

= r.W,        t<| 

M 

'<-'f 

'^^ 

(5) 

where M is the number of signal components that arrived earlier 
than the peak component. If M is equal to zero, then 6=0, 
Pj = ±1, and the second term in (5) is ignored. The noise n{t) 
is white Gaussian noise [truncated to the interval (—oo, T'p/2)], 
whose corrclarion function i.s represented by 

Ruir) <SD(r). (6) 

Assuming r(r) is sampled, let us represent i( as a vector of sam- 
ples, namely 

L = Pd£f + Yi °'i'S.3i, + a 0) 

where S0 represents the vector of samples of a{t + 0) with a 
same length as r. The noise vector n is a white Gaussian vector 
whose corrclarion matrix Jf.N is given by 

iJN = cr^ ■ I 

I being an identity matrix. 

(8) 

B. ToA Measurement Algorithm Using GML Estimation 

In (7), S is the parameter to be estimated and o^, M, a^, and 
0^^ are nuisance parameters, where a'^ and 0^ are defined as 

a'^ =(Qri, a2 OAf) 

0"" =i0u07 0M). 

(9) 

(10) 

GML esbmation treats all of these unknown parameters as de- 
terministic and estimates 5 to be 

S — arg max max 
Pa,M ̂

 „ f (L\5, Pi, M, fl^, /9^) (11) 
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Because n is a white Gaussian vector, this is equivalent to 

21 

6 = arg min 
s 

mm 
Pd ,M,a,l3 

M 

fc=i 

.   (12) 

Using (12) to estimate S is computation intensive because 
2(M + 1) unknown parameters are involved. To reduce 
computational complexity, an iterative nonlinear programming 
technique is employed, by which the unknown parameters are 
estimated in a sequential manner [2]. Specifically, the arrival 
time of each component signal is estimated individually while 
all other parameters are fixed. 

Modification of the estimation criterion shown in (12) is done 
as follows. First, the duration of the search region for the time 
6 of arrival of the direct path signal is limited to prevent the 
probability of a false detection in the noise only portion of the 
observed signal from becoming too large. We define 9s as a 
limiting threshold on S so that the direct path signal is searched 
over the portion of r{t) satisfying t > -6s. Second, a stopping 
rule is used to terminate the search, because the value of the 
norm in (12) generally continues to decrease with increasing 
M. The stopping rule consists of applying a threshold on the 
relative path strength p which is defined as 

P= \Pd\- (13) 

The iterative search process stops when no more paths satis- 
fying p > dpore detected in the search region, where 6p is the 
threshold of p. Third, we skip the estimation of some nuisance 
parameters by ignoring the multipath components that arrive 
later than already detected paths. By doing this, we can speed up 
the search process. Following is a brief description of the ToA 
algorithm. 

1) Let n = 1, wi = 0, and ^n = 1. 
2) Increase n by 1. 
3) Find w„ which satisfies 

Wn = arg     max 

n-1 

Y^ M(n-1 
i=l 

(14) 

4) Find (/x„i, p,„2, ■■-, Mnn) such that 

(Mni, P-n2, ■■■, A^nn) = arg   min 
K M2 

r-X^  MUU;; 

(15) 
5) If p,nn >&p,go to Step 2. Otherwise, proceed to the next 

step. 
6) S is estimated as 5 = Wn-i- 

IV. STATISTICAL MODELING OF RANGING PARAMETERS 

The thresholds ^^ and ^p, which are used in the ToA algorithm 
have to be determined so that they satisfy a given performance 
criteria. One of the potential criteria is that the probability of 
error is minimized. For the purpose of error analysis, the param- 
eters S and p which were defined in Section III-A were modeled 
statistically. 

A set of propagation data taken by Win [3] in an office 
building was used for this modehng. The values of 6s and 

« 

.     r 4  
f 1]    i  
r M ^ 

Fig. 3.   Normalized histograms of (a) * and (b) /> and approximation of 
marginal densities using curve-fitting. 

x10 

8 (sec) 0 2 P 

Fig. 4.   Histogram of p and S. Total volume was normalized to one. 

ps of 622 signals which were measured with a blocked LoS 
were extracted using the ToA algorithm. The values of 6s 
and dp used in this process were 70 ns and 0.2, respectively. 
Some large scale errors relative to the approximately known 
distance information were corrected by manually adjusting the 
thresholds. In 95 of 622 observed signals, the direct path signal 
was the strongest. So if we define Po as the probability that 6 
is equal to zero, it can be modeled by 

Po = Fi{S = 0) = Pr(p = 1) = 0.1527. (16) 

Fig. 3(a) and (b) are normalized histograms of S and p which 
were produced with 527 signals that have a stronger reflected 
path than the direct path. By curve fitting on this data, marginal 
densities of S and p can be modeled by 

O'S 
6>0 (17) 

V2TrQ{-p.p/ap)apP 

0<p< 1 

^-{\np-^L,f/2al 

(18) 

where as = 1.524 x 10-^ ap = 0.3220, and fj,p = -0.7565. 
The Q-function appearing in (18) is for normalization. 

Independence between S and p was tested using a chi-squared 
test. Chi-squared test uses the contingency data set of categor- 
ical variables [13], [14]. Fig. 4 is the normalized histogram of 6 
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and p. Peaison's statistic x^ wi* 100 degrees of freedom, which 
was evaluated w^ith the dau set, is 117.2. According to the x^ 
distribution table, the critica] value corresponding to a 10% sig- 
nificance level and 100 degrees of freedom is 118.5. which is 
greater than the value evaluated with data. So we can accept the 
hypothesis of independence between 6 and p with a 10% sig- 
nificajice level. Based on this result, the joint density of * and p 
can be nwdeled by 

Let us define the peak SNR as the ratio of the peak signal power 
to the noise power. This can be expressed as 

because the signal was notmalized to its peak strenglh. Substi- 
tuting (22) into (20) 

= h{s\s i. 0) ■ iMp ^ 1) 
 1  
~ yf2wQ{-ti^jap)ai<Tfp 

expj- 
£     (bp-Mp)^ 

(19) 

where S > Q and 0 < p < 1. 

V. ERROR ANALYSIS 

Range estimarion error, can result from two inajor sources. 
One is ToA estimation error, and the otha is any unknown prop- 
agation delay in a US blodcagc structure, which is difficult to 
estimate without a more thorough knowledge of the blockage. 
In this section, cnors in TbA estimation of the irect path signal 
are analyzed probabilistically. 

We can classify ToA errors into two categories. One is 
early false alarms which occur when a false detection in the 
noise-only portion of the signal is regarded as thai of direct path 
signal. The other is a missed direct-path error, which occurs 
when the actual direct path signal is missed and a multipath 
signal is falsely declared to be direct path signal. 

A. Probabiliiy of an Early False Alarm 

An early false alarm probabUity P^A can be expressed as 

-fPr^       aup 
,/ae[-9<,-Tp) lllo 

= /    Pr< sup -77- 
Jo        {$^[-e,.-s-T,) m 

■ fs{S\S # (i)dS ■ (1 - Po) 

PFA 
JO 

Pr sup -r. TyT > WpV»r«IKp > 

./«(5|5^0)d5-(l-Po) 

•Pr sup 
[?€i-Su-T,)   11^0 

Let us dc5nc 7 and a random process u(/3) as 

f=e^- i/SNRp 

Substituting (24) and (25) into (23) 

PTK^TA        sup u(/3)>7J/5(«l*?'0) 
Jo       \ii&[-si,-i-r^) J 

(24) 

(25) 

dS 

-(l-Po)+H       ^P       «(/3)>7    --Po-    (26) 
l^ee[-«<.-Tp) J 

Pr{sup^e,_s„_i-T„)«(/?) > 7} can be modeled as a high 
level crossing probability of a random process \t[p) at a level 
7 in a given time period [-e*. -5 - Tp). This probability can 
be approximated by [11] 

Frl        sup .(^)>7Ul-e-^'"-*-^'^^^^'^(27) 
[/36[-»/,-«-r,0 J 

where A represents the Umc between a down-crossing and the 
next adjacenl up-aossing at a given level 7. The expected value 
of X was simulated using a computer generated white Gaussian 
vector. The value of A for a given 7 was observed over 100 
occurrences and averaged. By curve-fitring on the simulation 
result, E(\) can be modeled by 

E{\) = C-c°-' (28) 

where B = 6.5757 and C = 1.375 x 10"". Substituting (28) 

into (27) 

Pr^ sup u(/5) > 7 
l/3el-e«.-*-Tp) 

= 1 -expj ^ e. 

-|-Pr{       sup s^P       ¥^ > — \-Po (20)    Substituting (17) and (29) into (26), we gel 

<29) 

crje (fl,-Tp)/<7. 

where 
p,, = l-(l-Po)-^^-3-^^ 

1:) = — n. (21) exp 
(7 

(30) 
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0.05 

Fig. 5. Early false alann probability versus probability of a missed direct path 
for different peak SNRs. ffj = 100 ns and e^ was varied. At the circular mark 
on each curve, probability of error is minimized. 

Substituting (24) into (30) 

PFA^l-a-i'o) 
cr^e' -(9s-3V)M 

06 
_ ^gBS^v'SNRp 

{6s - Tp)       sSpv'SNRp 

c • exp (31) 

B. Probability of a Missed-Direct-Path Error 

The probability Pu of a missed-direct-path error can be eval- 
uated by computing 

PM =Pr(«> 06 or P<6'P) 

= 1 - Pr(0 < 5 < 6I« and ^p < p < 1) 

= 1 - Po-(1 -Po) /   / ' /«p(5, /3|« r^ 0) d5 rfp.   (32) 
JSp Jo 

Substituting (19) into (32) 
g/lng^-MpV 

PM=(1-^O) (.-, ,-»«/ 

<^) 
(33) 

Fig. 5 is a plot of PFA versus PM for different values of peak 
SNR. The value of 65 was fixed at 100 ns and these two error 
probabilities were calculated for various 9p. The circular mark 
on each curve represents the points where the sum of the two 
error probabilities is minimized. 

VI. TEST ON MEASURED DATA 

Fig. 6 shows of test results of the ToA algorithm on the sig- 
nals measured at location 9 and 13. In each example, the upper 
plot is the measured waveform and the lower one shows the re- 
constructed signal with the paths detected in the ToA algorithm. 
The value of 9p was determined so that the total probabihty of 
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Fig. 6. ToA algorithm tested on measured signal at location 9 and 13. The 
vertical scale is in millivolts. Vertical line in each plot show the ToA of the direct 
path signal based on true measured range, assuming the presence of a clear LoS. 
9e = 100nsandffp wasdeterminedsothatPFA+A.iisminimized.Thevalues 
of 9p used in each test are (a) 0.050 and (b) 0.154. 
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Fig. 7. Range estimation errors (estimated range-measured range). The 
niunbers are the index of measurement positions. Ranging errors shown in this 
plot contains excessive propagation delay in the blockage structures. 

error (PFA + -PM) is minimized while 9s was fixed. The ver- 
tical line appearing in each plot indicates the expected arrival 
time of the direct-path signal in the presence of a clear LoS 
path, based on physical range measurements. We can observe 
a few nanoseconds of discrepancy between this line and signal 
frontend in both examples. This probably is caused by exces- 
sive propagation delay in the LoS blockage. This unknown delay 
makes it difficult to measure the true arrival time of direct path. 

Fig. 7 shows the range estimation errors incurred in this test at 
the locations marked in Fig. 1. Notice that larger errors occurred 
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ai long ranges, probably because the structure of LoS blockage 
was more complex at these locations. 

VII. DESIGN OF UWB RANGING SYSTEM 

A. System Description 

Withington et ai [7] introduced an UWB scanning receiver 
system which, using two conrelatoi?, has the capability of com- 
munication arid channel pulse response measurement. The block 
diagram of an UWB ranging system using a correlator and a 
parallel sampler is shown in Fig, 8. When the signal is received, 
die correlator synchronizes with the signal, [/„ being the time- 
tracking point in the nth time frame. Once the correlator is 
locked, the parallel sampler starts sampling the incoming signal 
under the time control Of a trigger signal. The trigger time K, in 
the nth time frame is controlled relative to the tracking time U„. 
This parallel sampler is composed of a bank of N^ individual 
samplers and A^n. analog-to-digital converters (ADC). Each in- 
dividual sampler takes ^s samples per time frame at a sampling 
rate of l/Ts Hz, The offset in the sampling times of two adja- 
cent individual samplers is <l>„ which satisfies 

<f>s-NR^ Ts. C34) 

Total A^s • NR samples are taken in each time frame by this par- 
allel sampler and the overall sampling frequency is l/iji„ Hz. 
To acquire an acceptable SNTl, each sample is integrated over 
several time frames. By changing the sampler's trigger time K1- 

ative to the time-tracking point, the sampling frequency of the 
measured signal can be increased. 

B. TVio-Way Ranging Scheme 

A UWB ranging system estimates the range by measuring 
signal round-trip time without a common timing reference. This 
ranging scheme uses a two-way remote synchronization tech- 
nique [12] employed in satellite systems. Fig. 9 is the timing 
diagram of this approach. A pair of UWB radios are time mul- 
tiplexed with a period of T\A- Each radio switches between a 
transmission mode and a reception mode every TM/2 S. Radio 
1 transmits signal 1. which is a train of pulses without modula- 
tion. It is received by radio 2 and signal 1' denotes the captured 
signal. The lime-multiplex period TM is assumed to be large 

liiiac.tiniicil 

TioKUnulio2 

Locked psA 

Fig. 9.   Evaluation of ihe signal round-trip lime. 

enough relative to the temporal profile of the received signal 
so that it does not affect the next transmission. The delay be- 
tween transmission and reception of this signal is Tprop + TOS, i, 
where Tp„p is the propagation time, and TOS, i represents the 
time offset between the locked path and the dirca path. With 
a known delay of TM/2 from the front end of signal 1', radio 2 
transmits signal 2 and it is c^tured by radio 1. Signal 2'denotes 
the captured signal by radio I. Similarly, a delay of Tp,op +roff. a 
exists in this direction. The structures of signal 2 and signal 2' 
are similar to those of signal 1 and signal 1', respectively. Radio 
1 can measure the signal round-tiip time, r,ound. which is 

Troiuid ~ 2rp„p + -— + Toff, 1 + Toff, 2- (35) 

Then, the signal propagation time can be approximated by 

^ Ground ~ TM/2 - TaK^ i — Toff j 
Tiptop 2 . (36) 

Radio 2 informs radio 1 of Toft, i afterwards with a few bits of 
information so that radio 1 can evaluate the signal propagation 
time. If the SNR of the measured signal is not large enough, the 
two radios increase the signal measurement time to acquire an 
acceptable SNR. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

According to tests on the propagation data, there exists ex- 
cessive propagation delay in the LoS blockage material which 
is considerable when the structure of this blockage is complex. 
This excessive propagation delay is a limiting factor in UWB 
ranging performance through materials. 
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Problems in Modeling UWB Channels 
Robert A. Scholtz and Joon-Yong Lee 

Abstract—Ultrawideband (UWB) channel models pose a 
new set of problems to the designer. The very wide radio- 
frequency bandwidth employed by a UWB radio means that 
more structure of the channel is exposed by the fine time- 
resolution of the UWB radio receiver. Issues pertinent to 
design and simulation of UWB communication and ranging 
systems will be illustrated through a set of UWB measure- 
ments. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

THE inherent time resolution (or range resolution) of 
a signal s{t) can be determined by evaluating the re- 

sponse of a matched filter detector to small time displace- 
ments r of s{t). The ambiguity function provides a plot 
of the detector output as a function of r that has a peak 
at r = 0, the response when there is no timing error. The 
width of this peak, which is a measure of time resolution, 
is inversely proportional to the bandwidth, and hence is 
very small for ultrawideband signals. Woodward's radar 
ambiguity function [5] for narrowband signals has two pa- 
rameters: time mismatch r and frequency mismatch to ac- 
count for unknown doppler shifts and oscillator offsets. For 
a carrierless UWB signal, a similar ambiguity function is 
defined using time mismatch r and time-scaling factor a 
(related to clock offset), this scaling being the source of 
doppler shift in narrowband signals. It is important that 
the stability of clocks in UWB systems be good enough 
to insure that clock jitter is significantly smaller than the 
resolution of the receiver's detector. 

Ranging to the full theoretical capabiUties of UWB sig- 
nals is not a simple task. As bandwidth increases, a sin- 
gle multipath component at low bandwidth may be time- 
resolved into multiple components, usually each with a 
smaller level of energy content. Ranging requires that the 
direct path portion of the signal be located and its ar- 
rival time inserted into ranging algorithms. Finding the di- 
rect path component among possibly hundreds of resolvable 
multipath components is signal-processing intensive, espe- 
cially since the direct path, while earliest in arrival time, 
may be considerably smaller in amplitude than later arriv- 
ing components [2], [4]. A time-of-arrival (ToA) measure- 
ment algorithm for UWB ranging, which assumes the pres- 
ence of over-sampled measurement data, was introduced in 
[4]. In this paper, we suggest a modification of the ToA 
algorithm to reduce the number of correlation computa- 
tions (samples) in the direct-path search process, thereby 
reducing the time to produce a range estimate. 

This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research under 
Contract No. N00014-00-0221. 

Robert Scholtz is with the University of Southern California, Los 
Angeles, CA 90089-2565. e-mail: scholtz@usc.edu. 

Joon-Yong Lee is with Handong Global University, Pohang, Korea, 
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II. UWB AMBIGUITY FUNCTION 

A. Definition 

Let's assume that a UWB time-limited signal is transmit- 
ted through a free-space channel. Ignoring receiver noise, 
the received signal s^{t) is of the form 

Sr(t) =A^s{a{t-T^)j, (1) 

where j4r is the amplitude of received signal, r^ is an time- 
shift, and a is a time-scale factor. The receiver, not having 
prior knowledge of A,:, r,, and a, constructs a matched- 
filter/correlator matched to Sm(<), which is 

^m(^j — ^jn^Xp      "Tln/j 

and the matched filter output z{t) is given by 

z{t)    =   A^A^ s{t - Tjr,)s(a{t - T^yj 

where 

(2) 

dt 

dt 

T = Tr-T„ 

(3) 

(4) 

The UWB ambiguity function, namely Xuwb(''', a), can be 
defined as 

/oo 

\/ois{t)s{a{t - T))dt, 
-CX> 

(5) 

where ^Ja is for normalization so that the signal energy is 
kept constant. The UWB ambiguity function satisfies 

Xuwb(r,Q)<Xu(0,l) = S„ (6) 

where Eg denotes the energy of s{t), 

/oo /"OO 

\s{t)\^dt= \S{f)M, (7) 
-oo J ~oo 

where S{f) is the Fourier transform of s{t). If a is equal 
to 1, Xuwb(''", Q) can be interpreted as the auto-correlation 
function of s{t). 

The function Xuwb(7", a) can be approximated near (0,1) 
using the initial terms of a Taylor series expansion. 

Xuwb(T,a) i=axuwb(0,l) l+ArT + Aa{a -1) + -BrT^ 

+ ^B„(a-l)2 + ^B™r(a-l) ,   (8) 



where AT, Aa, BT, Be, and Bra are defined as 

1 d 
Ar 

Aa 

Br 

Ba 

Xuwb(0,1) 9r 

1       d 

Xu(r,a) 

Xu(0,1) da 

1     a' 
Xu(0,l)ar2 

1       9^ 

xu(o,i)aQ2 

1      a2 

T=0,a=l 

Xu(0,1) drda 

Xuwb(r,a) 

Xuwb(T,a) 

Xuwb(T,a) 

Xuwb(r, a) 

T=0,O = l 

T=0,a=l 

T=0,a=l 

(9) 

T=0,a=l 

and evaluated by 

B.   = 

Xuwb(0, 

1 3K 

Xu«-b(0,1) 

1 /"^ 

|°° es{t)s"{t)dt 
J —oo 

(10) 

(11) 

,(12) 

(13) 

Using the fact that £s/Xuwb(0,1) integrates to 1, we can 
relate the Gabor (or rms) bandwidth B^ms (in Hertz) of 
the signal s{t) to Br by 

El 
2n f I \SU)? 

Xu(0,l) 
dj 

\ 
(14) 

This large value of Br for UWB signals makes the shape 
of the peak of X(T, a) very narrow as a function of time, 
thereby justifying the fine time resolution capability of a 
matched UWB receiver. 

B. Computer Plots 

UWB ambiguity functions with different formats were 
evaluated using computer simulations. In these simula- 
tions, the received UWB pulse s{t) was assumed to be the 
second derivative of a gaussian shape, which is given by [3] 

S{t): ■ Mt/Tmf] exp [ - 27r(t/r„)2], (15) 

Fig. 1.   UWB ambiguity function of a single pulse. 

Fig. 2.    UWB ambiguity function of a periodic train of 64 pulses. 
The pulse repetition rate is 10 Mpps. 

where T„ = 0.781 x 10"'. 
Figure 1 shows the ambiguity function of a single UWB '^ 

pulse. The range of the scale factor a goes well beyond 
mismatches that which can be caused by radial velocities by 
transmitter and receiver, and hence the velocity resolution 
is not very good, while the time resolution is very fine. This 
ambiguity function of a single UWB pulse can be classified 
as the knife-edge type. 

Suppose the UWB ranging system transmits and receives    Fig. 3.    UWB ambiguity function of 64 time hopped pulses with 
a train of pulses.   Because of the absence of a common    ^h = 32, Tt = 100 ns, and Tc = 2 ns. 
clock, there may exist mismatch in the clock periods of the 

*'   r.^^-"^' 



transmitter and receiver. The order of the clock period 
mismatch can be possibly as large as 0.1% for a very poor 
clock. Let's assume no pulse-shape distortion, but instead 
consider the clock period mismatch as the second factor 
of the UWB ambiguity function. In this case the UWB 
ambiguity function of a train of Np periodic pulses can be 
computed as 

Lock path 

.00 -^p-l ^p-1 {Np - l)Tf 
2 

/OO   *   P P I 

■°°   i=0    j=0       \ 

S\ t-T- 

where T{ is the clock period and a is the scaling factor 
caused by clock period differences, which is equal to 

Tf 

Tf+Td 
(17) 

where Ta denotes the clock period mismatch. Detailed eval- 
uation of the ambiguity function of the periodic gaussian 
pulse train is given in [6] and figure 2 is a simulated am- 
biguity function. The number of pulses was assumed to 
be 64 and pulse repetition rate is 10 Mpps. We can still 
measure the range with a fine resolution but with a pulse- 
repetition-time ambiguity in time mismatch. Figure 3 is 
the ambiguity function of a train of time hopped pulses, 
which is represented by 

XU(T,Q) 

/   E E 
t=0     J=0 

slt~iTi-Ci{u)T^ + (Np - m 

.5 ( t - jaTf - c,-(u)re + ^^^^iHl ) dt, (18) 

where Tf and Tc denote frame time and chip time, respec- 
tively. The time hopping sequence {cj{u)} satisfies 

0 < Ci{u) <Nh-l. (19) 

It was assumed that Np = 64, Nh = 32, T{ = 100 ns, and 
Tc = 2 ns. The time-hopping pattern of the sequence em- 
ployed here was assumed to be uniform over 32 time bins. 
Notice that ambiguities along time axis were suppressed 
down by time-hopping. 

III. A SYSTEM-FRIENDLY ALGORITHM FOR UWB 
RANGING 

A. Modification of the ToA Algorithm 

The ToA measurement algorithm using generalized max- 
imum likelihood estimation (GML) was introduced in [4]. 
In this algorithm, the ToA of the direct path signal is esti- 
mated using two critical parameters, relative strength and 
relative time displacement between the strongest path and 
the potential direct path signal, with over-sampled mea- 
surement data. However, in real systems, the measurement 
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Fig. 4.     Search for the earliest arrival of the signal using uniform 
sampling. Search is performed in a positive direction along the time 

time is limited and the sampling frequency may not be high 
enough to perform the GML estimation. 

The ToA algorithm can be modified in a system-friendly 
manner as follows. First, the search region for the direct 
path signal with a given length of 9s is set in the forward 
direction from the location of the locked path instead of the 
strongest path to reduce the measurement time spent on 
the peak search. It is difficult to characterize the time dis- 
placement between the locked path and the strongest path 
without a thorough knowledge of the acquisition scheme. 
However, considering that the acquisition strategy is based 
on threshold detection, by which the tracking correlator is 
locked on the first level crossing point at the threshold, we 
can assume that the correlator is locked on a path which 
arrives earlier than the peak path. As a consequence, the 
probability of a false detection in the noise only portion of 
the signal would increase, while the risk of missing the di- 
rect path signal beyond the range of search would decrease. 
Secondly, the threshold of the amplitude {6p) is determined 
only by the noise floor without considering the relative path 
strength due to the absence of the knowledge of the peak 
strength. Thirdly, the first level crossing point is regarded 
as the ToA of direct path signal since computation of GML 
estimation cannot be done with under-sampled data. 

Figure 4 illustrates the search process. Search by sam- 
pUng is done in the positive direction along the time axis 
and terminated once the first level crossing is detected. 

B. Sampling Issues 

To achieve an accurate detection in a limited measure- 
ment time, which is determined by samphng rate, length 
of search region, and the number of pulse periods per mea- 
surement, effective samphng design is critical. To deter- 
mine the sampling strategy, it is necessary to know the min- 
imum samphng frequency required. For example, the larger 
the distance between two adjacent samples, the higher is 
the risk of missing the level crossing point between them. 

While it is very difficult to evaluate the probability of 
missing a level crossing between samples, we can think of 
some ways to measure this risk. One of them is to quantify 
the interpolation error caused by under-sampling, assum- 
ing the signal is deterministic. Since the signal from which 
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Fig. 5. Reconstruction of signal using MMSE estimation based on 
two samples. Solid curve indicates the reconstructed signal and the 
dotted line shows the error deviation. 

the samples are taken is not band-limited, it is impossible 
to sample at the Nyquist rate and as a consequence, perfect 
signal reconstruction from samples is impossible [7]. The 
amount of energy in high frequency signal components lost 
due to aliasing will provide one way of measuring the sam- 
pling quality. Another approach is to evaluate the error 
variance in minimum mean square error (MMSE) estima- 
tion, assuming the correlator output signal is a wide sense 
stationary process. Figure 5 shows an example of MMSE 
estimation using two samples. In this figure, w{t') denotes 
the MMSE estimate of w{t') evaluated with observation 
vector of samples, namely m, which is 

(20) 

The solid Une represents the reconstructed signal using 
MMSE estimation and the dotted lines represent one stan- 
dard deviation of the estimation error. The closer the dot- 
ted line is to the threshold level at which the crossing is 
searched, the larger is the probability of missing the occur- 
rence of a threshold crossing. MMSE estimate of w{t') and 
the error variance cr^sC*') *''® g'^en by 

m RwmRm tHi 

'''MS(* )     —     Tr(^w — ^wm^m -^mw)) 

(21) 

(22) 

where R^ and /?„, are correlation matrix iw(t') and m, re- 
spectively, Rv,m is the cross-correlation matrix of ■w{t') and 
m, and TV() is the trace function. Correlation matrices 
appearing in (21) are evaluated by computing 

Rv, 

Ra 

RAO), 

i?w(0) i?w(tl - «2) 
Rv,it2-ti)        R^O) 

(flw(t'-tl)/?w(t'-t2)], 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

where RV,{T) denotes the auto-correlation function of w{t). 
As shown in (21) through (25), to calculate u;(f') and 
<TMS(*')I auto-correlation function of the correlator output 
signal must be evaluated. 

Figure 6 is the block diagram of a matched filter sys- 
tem which is equivalent to a potential UWB radio link. A 

Piiy fa(0 u(l) 'HO 

Fig. 6.   TVansmission and reception of signal in UWB radio link. 

transmitted UWB pulse p{t) goes though the channel in- 
cluding antennas whose impulse response is h\,{t), and the 
resulting output is correlated/match-filtered with the tem- 
plate signal u{t). Assuming the correlator output w{t) is a 
wide sense stationary random process, the energy spectral 
density Sv,{f) of w{t) can be approximated by 

5w(/) = mf)\^\H^{f)\' Spif), (26) 

where Sp{f) is the energy spectral density of p{t). The 
channel function H\,{f) can be modeled using the measured 
antenna system function //»(/) shown in figure 8, which is 

Hbif) = ca ■ H,{f), (27) 

where the unknown constant c^ is the attenuation factor. 
The antenna system measurement to evaluate Fa(/) is 
given in [1]. Let's define S'„{f) and R![^{T) as 

SUf)   = 
R'.ir)    = 

\U{mHM)\%{f), 
F'HS'M)}- 

Then, S'w(/) and RV,{T) satisfy 

5w(/) ci-s'M), 
R^{r)    =    4-Kir). 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

In figure 7 through figure 10, plots of 5p(/), |t/(/)p, S'M), 
and R^{T) are shown. Again, the template u{t) is the 
second derivative of a gaussian pulse as shown in (15). The 
unknown constant Ca can be evaluated using (31), which is 

J?w(0) 

KiO)    V^w(o)' 
E„ 

(32) 

where Ew is the total energy of w{t). So calculation of 
Ca requires knowledge of the total energy of ■w{t), which is 
difficult to estimate without knowledge of the channel. 

Figure 11 and figure 12 are examples of the standard de- 
viation of error, O'MS(*)I assuming Ca is equal to 1. Figure 
11 compares crMsit) with diflferent sampling rates, assum- 
ing the number of samples used for the estimation is 2. 
Notice that the peak of ejich curve is located at the mid- 
point between the two samples. Figure 12 shows another 
comparison of <TMs(t) with a different number of observa- 
tions used for the estimation, while the sampling rate is 
fixed at 2 GHz, assuming the closest samples are used for 
estimation. The error deviation decreases as the number 
of observations used increases. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Measurement time of the signal is one of the major Um- 
iting factors in UWB ranging performance. Furthermore, 
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Fig. 10.   Plots of the auto-correlation function R!„{T). 
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Fig. 8.   Measured antenna system function |/f»(/)|^ 
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Fig. 9.   Plot of S!„(f) which is evaluated by (28). 

Fig. 11.   Evaluation of error variance in MMSE estimation based on 
2 samples. Error variance decreases with sampling rate. 
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Fig. 12. Evaluation of error variance in MMSE estimation based on 
different number of samples. Sampling rate was fixed at 2GHz and it 
was assumed that estimation was done with given number of closest 
samples. 



correlation time of the signal is limited due to the poten- 
tial clock instability. The sparse-sampling estimation error 
estimates introduced in this paper can be used to design a 
fast direct path search in a limited measurement time. To 
evaluate the error variance of MMSE estimation, a reason- 
able estimation of the total signal power is necessary. 
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ABSTRACT 
The challenges related to the deployment of ultrawideband 
(UWB) radios are posed in terms of interference issues that 
UWB radio systems will encounter. The problem of coex- 
istence with a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver is 
used as an experimental example. Calculation of an upper 
bound to UWB transmitter power illustrates the effect of 
one possible type of regulation for a given UWB antenna 
system. The inteference environment for a UWB receiver 
is used to lower bound the UWB transmitter power neces- 
sary for a given data rate. Sample measurements are pro- 
vided. 

INTRODUCTION 

Ultrawideband radios often are defined to have the prop- 
erty that their 3 dB bandwidth is at least 25% of the center 
fi-equency of the radiation. This characteristic means that 
such radios normally must coexist with many other nar- 
rowband signals that occupy their extremely large trans- 
mission bandwidth, with none of these systems suffering 
intolerable interference problems. 

The rationale for deploying UWB radio systems lies in the 
benefits of exceptionally wide bandwidths at the lowest 
possible frequencies for those bandwidths: (1) very fine 
time resolution for accurate ranging, imaging, and mul- 
tipath fading mitigation, and (2) the material penetration 
capability of relatively low frequencies. 

Tolerance of interference to/fi-om coexisting systems comes 
at a price. The primary objective of this paper is to lay out 
this problem and give measured examples of the signal en- 
vironments which may be encountered. 

LINK MODELS 

A visual model for the interference problem is shown in 
Fig. 1, which indicates the radiating entities, the receivers 
of interest, and notation for signals at antenna terminals 
and useful signals after r.f processing. The collection of 
other radiators represents all emitters that radiate power 
within the bandwidths of the two receivers, including pos- 
sibly other UWB transmitters, other narrowband systems, 
etc. Our basic model for the signals present at the out- 
puts of an ultrawideband receiver's antenna and the other 

Figure 1: A conceptual block diagram of the interfering signal environ- 
ment. 

general receiver's antenna are denoted by r^it) and rg(f) 
respectively, where 

ru(t) = huu{t)*Sn{t)+hng(t)-kSg{t)+nn{t)+iu{t), (1) 

rg{t) = /igu(t)*Su(i)-H/igg(i)*Sg(i)+ng(t)+Jg(t), (2) 

na(f) denotes an equivalent receiver noise that represents 
noise generated within receiver "a", ia(<) represents the 
signal induced at the input to receiver "a" by external in- 
terference, and the operator • denotes convolution. For 
the purposes of these computations, we have represented 
the transformations fi'om transmitter "a"s antenna input to 
a receiver "b"s antenna output by a linear time-invatiant 
transformation with impulse response /iba(t)- We further 
assume that the component signals on the right side of ei- 
ther equation above (e.g., Su{t), Sg{t), nu{t), and iu{t) in 
the first equation) are wide-sense stationary, mean zero, 
and uncorrelated with each other. 

Although mobility adds another level of complexity to per- 
formance calculations and is not considered here, there are 
no fundamental limitations that would preclude the use of 
UWB radios in most mobile systems. 

Then the power spectral densities of the received signals 
are given by 

SrM) =l-ffuu(/)p5.„(/) + |F.g(/)p5.,(/) 
(3) 

(4) 
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SrM) =\Hgn{f)fSsM) + \Hgg{f)\^SsM) 
+ Ng + SiM), 

where subscripted S{f) functions represent the correspond 
ing power spectral densities (in watts/Hz), and subscripted 
H{f) functions represent the system functions (unitless) 
of the indicated linear time-invariant channels. These sys- 
tem functions are Fourier transforms of the channel im- 
pulse responses with the same subscript indicators. 

H{f)=¥{hit)} 
/OO 

•OO 

(5) 



As indicated in (3) and (4), the power densities of tlie equiv- 
alent receiver noises are assumed constant and denoted by 

The receivers of Fig. 1 include those portions of their pro- 
cessing that will improve signal-to-noise ratio, including 
(a) the rejection of out-of-band signals by filtering, and (b) 
the achieving of processing gain by spread-spectrum tech- 
niques. Let's assume that receiver "a"s desired signal has 
center frequency /a, its noise bandwidth is B^, and its data 
rate is D^. We estimate the effective interference power 4 
in receiver "a" from other radiators by 

f/.+Ba/2 

if)df (6) 

We assume that the power spectral density of the UWB 
signal at the input to a narrowband general receiver can be 
approximated by a constant 

u, = \H,M,)\''SsAU) (7) 

over the operating range of the receiver. We also assume 
that the desired signal is processed by the receiver without 
significant distortion and that its total power at the receiver 
input is denoted by 

Jo 
\H..{f)fS,M)df. (8) 

Some rough measures of signal quality at the receiver out- 
puts can be calculated from these pieces of information. 
Specifically the carrier-power-to-noise-power-density ra- 
tio at the general receiver can be estimated to be 

VMotJ. N, + U,+ (9) 

and the equivalent bit-energy-to-noise-power-density ratio 
is related to this quantity by 

(10) 

Here we have used ATtot to represent the effective noise 
density from all sources including receiver noise and ex- 
ternal interference. The effect of interference spectrum 
spreading in the receiver is embedded in the approximate 
representation of the interference noise density as flat at the 
level of the ratio of the interference power to the receiver's 
noise bandwidth. Similar equations can be written for the 
corresponding ratios in the UWB receiver. 

1.5 2 25 
Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 2: An average of 32 traces of !//„„(/) |^ from the input termi- 
nals of a typical small UWB antenna to the output terminals of an iden- 
tical antenna 1 meter away. Both antennas were vertically polarized 
and had identical dipole-like antenna patterns. Each antenna was in the 
maximum-gain direction of the other. The average was taken over mea- 
surements in 32 different locations in an indoor environment. 
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Figure 3: A measurement of interfering signals through one of the UWB 
antennas of Fig. 2, made in a windowed office on the fifth floor of an 
office building in Los Angeles. The resolution bandwidth of the spec- 
trum analyzer was set at 300 kHz, and hence the -94.5 dbm measured 
noise floor corresponds to an equivalent noise power density of-149.3 
dBm/Hz. No large interfering signals were measured in the range 1 08 - 
1.8 GHz. 

INTERFERENCE FROM OTHER RADIATORS 

The general and UWB receivers operate under significantly 
different interference environments, not only because they 
are not co-located, but also because the general receiver is 
assumed to be operating in a dedicated frequency band, 
while the UWB receiver must contend with a potentially 
large number of narrowband radiators within its bandwidth. 
The external interference to the UWB receiver is strongly 
antenna dependent. 

Example: Fig. 2 illustrates the measured system func- 
tion of one possible UWB antenna system (from trans- 
mit to receive). Figure 3 shows a crude spectrum ana- 
lyzer measurement of the interference-only output of one 



such UWB antenna in an urban indoor environment. (See 
[1] for a detailed outdoor radio survey in the Los Angeles 
area.) It is clear that, at least for this antenna design and en- 
vironment, a significant amount of lower-fi-equency inter- 
ference power (TV, FM, and land mobile radiators) comes 
through the antenna's frequency sidelobes below the main 
passband of the UWB antenna system. Hence without any 
band-limiting filters in the fi-ont end of the UWB receiver, 
the interference power received by an anterma of Fig. 2 
in the interference environment of Fig. 3 can be conserva- 
tively estimated to be 

7y = -33.5 dBm       (no bandlimiting). (11) 

This level of interference can be reduced by bandpass fil- 
tering in the front end of the UWB receiver. 

Reducing the available antenna system bandwidth of Fig. 2 
by filtering to the frequency range (780 MHz, 2.05 GHz) 
eliminates much of the interference power, while utilizing 
almost 97% of the antenna system's noise bandwidth. 

Iu.97% = -40.9 dBm    (97% bandwidth usage).    (12) 

If filtering bandwidth is reduced further to (960MHz, 
1.93GHz) to eliminate the strong interferers near its band 
edges, the interference power in this example is bounded 
by the noise floor of the spectrum analyzer, 

^,86% < -60 dBm   (86% bandwidth usage).     (13) 

The progression from (11) to (13) symbolizes the trading 
of small amounts of the UWB signal's bandwidth (and pos- 
sibly power) for relatively large reductions in the interfer- 
ence levels in the UWB receiver. Tunable notch filters may 
be necessary to eliminate the worst narrowband interferers 
and further reduce iu- 

Certainly the interference power lu is a critical and highly 
variable parameter in determining the UWB transmitter 
power that is required for proper operation of the UWB 
receiver. Let (-Bb/iVtot)u,i„in denote the minimum oper- 
ating bit signal-to-noise ratio that gives satisfactory perfor- 
mance in the UWB receiver. Then, using equations anal- 
ogous to (9) and (10) for the UWB receiver and assuming 
that the interference Ug Horn the general system has been 
included in the measurement of/„, one can show that sat- 
isfactory operation is achieved when the received energy 
per bit Pu/D^ satisfies 

Pu/-Du > N^ + 
Bu 

(£^b/iVtot)u,„ (14) 

It is worth noting that if /„ is dominated by a few strong 
narrowband interferers, then 7u may be highly sensitive to 
the location of its measurement, the interference suffering 
fi-om multipath enhancement/fading. 

The bound (14) on received signal power P^ can be con- 
verted to a bound on the transmitted signal power P^ for 

any given channel. Assuming that the transmitted power 
density is nearly constant over the passband (/min, /max) 
of the UWB antenna system, this bound is simply 

y/max 

•//min _ 

« BuSs^{fu)Guu{R) ~ P\xGuu{R), 

(15) 

where the avarage power gain of the UWB channel is given 
by 

_    _ P Jmax 

\H^nU)?df. GUR)=B, 
•^/min 

(16) 

Here we have indicated explicitly the dependence of the 
channel gain on the range ii between the UWB transmitter 
and receiver, this relationship being embedded in Huuif)- 

UWB INTERFERENCE TO OTHER SYSTEMS 

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regu- 
lates the maximum interference to which a radio system 
can be subject by an out-of-band interferer. Currently the 
FCC has no regulation in place which will allow the de- 
ployment of commercial UWB products, but proposed reg- 
ulations are expected to be announced in the near future 
[2]. 

Regulations are posed as a function of the electric field 
strength at a prescribed distance from the transmitting an- 
tenna. For two polarization-aligned identical antennas a 
distance R apart, matched for maximum power transfer 
to their associated circuits, there is evidence that one can 
model the transfer function Hm{f) from one pair of an- 
terma terminals to the other by [3] 

HuM) 
(j2-7rf)rjo 

2ircRZo ' 
-j2-Kfr/c 

[HKU)? (17) 

where i?R(/) is the receiving transfer fimction^ (in units 
of meters) from the electric field reference point near the 
receiving anterma to the antenna terminals, ZQ corresponds 
to the identical source and load impedances, and % = 
377n is the intrinsic impedance of fi-ee space. The j27rf in 
(17) represents a differentiation that is present in the radia- 
tion process. We will make use of the power relationships 
that this equation embodies. 

The transfer function Hsuif) from the terminals of the 
transmitting antenna to the electric field at the reference 
point of the receiving antenna is 

HEuif) 
Huuif) 
HRif) 

(18) 

The transfer function H^uif) can be measured by a net- 
work analyzer, and hence i?R(/) can be calculated from 
(17) and i?Eu(/) from (18). The transfer function i?Eu(/) 

The power gain of the UWB antenna in the direction in which 
HR{f) is measured and at frequency / and wavelength A is given by 

\HR{f)\' '^ X 45 X f-. T^ 
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Figure 4: A decomposition of the function |Hua(/)P of the antenna sys- 
tem of Fig. 2 into its component functions. 

(in units of meters"^) is a key component of electric field 
calculations for regulatory purposes. 

One possible form of regulation for UWB radio signals 
is to specify that the rms electric field strength measured 
in any bandwidth Breg at a distance i?reg be at most Ereg 
volts/meter. This translates into the bound 

r/o+Br.g/2 

0 PEU(/)P1       S,M)df<El reg 

(19) 
for all /o. Assuming that the integrand above is a smooth 
fiinction and that the peaks of//EU (/) and Ss„ (/) approx- 
imately coincide for efficiency, (19) can be restated as 

where 

^. def 

maxS^„(/o)<5*, 
/o 

El 
ZQB, ro^regmax 

/o 
I^E.(/0)|^]^^^ 

(20) 

(21) 

The quantity S* can be interpreted as the effective regula- 
tory bound on the transmitted UWB signal's power spec- 
tral density at the frequency which is most efficiently trans- 
mitted by the given UWB transmitting antenna. 

If the power spectral density bound S* is observed by the 
UWB transmitter across the bandwidth B^ of its antenna 
system, then the transmitted UWB power P^ is reasonably 
bounded by 

Pu < 5'Su. (22) 

An Example: Let's suppose that by regulation a UWB 
transmitter must create an electric field strength £„ that is 
at most 500 microvolts/meter at 3 meters from the trans- 
mitting antenna, in any 1 MHz band.'' Compliance with 
this requirement would have to be checked in an anechoic 
chamber with a calibrated receiving antenna. 

Part 15.109 of Section 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations 
indicates that for signals above 960MHz, the unintentional radiated emis- 
sion limit for all but Class A devices is 500 microvolts/meter at 3 meters. 
The example's regulation modifies this in three ways: (1) the emission 
is intentional, (2) here the level of emission is allowed in every 1 MHz 
band in which the UWB transmitter radiates, and (3) the example's field 
strength is not limited to frequencies above 960MHz. 
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Figure 5: Carrier-to-noise ratios in a GPS receiver for different GPS satel- 
lite signals (identified by their PRN codes), as a function of the distance 
between the fixed GPS receiver and a UWB emitter The time ordering 
of the measurements was Beg, 40', 28', 16', 4', 52', 64', 76', End. The 
Beg and End measurements were made with the UWB emitter off. 

Suppose that a UWB system employing the antenna sys- 
tem of Figs. 2 and 4 must comply with the above require- 
ment. Then the power density bound at 1.15 GHz for the 
signal being supplied to the transmitting antenna is 

S* 
(5 X 10-'') 4\2 

50 X 106 X 3-2 X 10-2 
-131 dBW/Hz. 

Watts/Hz 
(23) 

Assuming that this antenna system's bandwidth is roughly 
900 MHz, the transmitted power supplied to this antenna 
would be approximately -12 dBm. 

A GPS INTERFERENCE TEST 

While FCC regulations are and will be the basis for con- 
trols on UWB emitters, it is informative to study the prob- 
lems that come up in a test of UWB interference to a GPS 
receiver. Notwithstanding the great variety of GPS anten- 
nas and receivers, as well as UWB waveforms, we per- 
formed a test in which the UWB antenna of Figs. 2 and 
4 was pulsed by a subnanosecond pulse of approximately 
Gaussian shape (standard deviation parameter = .24 ns) at 
a rate of a million pulses per second, creating an interfer- 
ence line spectrum with 1 MHz spacing to the GPS re- 
ceiver. The GPS receiver itself was designed to have a 
front-end bandwidth of 16 MHz, thereby collecting sev- 
eral of these lines. The results of this interference on the 
CA code carrier-to-noise ratio {C/Ntot)g at the LI carrier 
frequency 1.57542 GHz for all satellites in view is shown 
in Fig. 5. 

Certainly it is possible to predict theoretically the observed 
interference effects based on linear front-end processing in 
the GPS receiver and knowledge of its noise floor. The ex- 
periment described above can approximate the effect of a 
flat received UWB interference density f/g (see (7)) in the 
GPS band because there are several spectral lines from the 
test UWB signal within the RF bandwidth of the GPS re- 
ceiver. Spread-spectrum processing of the GPS receiver 
will spread this interference power smoothly over the re- 
ceiver's correlator output bandwidth, spectrally approxi- 
mating white noise. "The transmitted UWB power is -41 
dBW, corresponding to a transmitted power density of ap- 
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Figure 6: Degredation plots as a function of horizontal distance between 
the UWB transmitting antenna and the GPS receiving antenna, for the 
three GPS satellite signals that were stable for the duration of the test. 

proximately -76 dBW/MHz in the GPS band, and 5 dB 
lower than the value of 5* in the example of (23). 

Estimating the effect of the GPS receiving antenna on the 
vertically polarized incident UWB electric field requires 
taking into account the interaction of this field with the 
upward looking circularly polarized GPS anterma. (The 
output terminals of the GPS antenna were not accessible 
for a network analyzer measurement of the UWB-to-GPS 
antenna system.) With the UWB antenna at a horizontal 
distances between 4 and 76 feet from the GPS antenna and 
roughly 2 feet higher, there are significant axial ratio and 
linear to circular polarization losses (estimated from spec- 
ifications) that must be included along with the GPS an- 
tenna gain pattern in the calculation of f/g. 

When the GPS receiver operates in a linear fashion on the 
incoming interfering signal, the degredation ^0 in carrier- 
to-noise ratio {C/Ntot)e that is caused by the presence of 
a UWB signal is computed in terms of changes in the ef- 
fective noise power density in the GPS receiver, i.e., 

N, 
N^ + m 

(24) 

where C/g is given in (7). Using an effective GPS receiver 
noise temperature of 300°K, the theoretical and experi- 
mentally measured values of {C/Ntot)g degredation p are 
shown in Fig. 6. It is assumed that the effects of multiple- 
access interference fi-om other GPS signals are included in 
the GPS receiver's noise power density iVg. 

There is good agreement in Fig. 6 between measurement 
and theory for distances beyond 5 meters, but our predic- 
tions of degredation at shorter ranges are worse than the 
measured degredations. While there are many approxima- 
tions that could partially account for these discrepancies, 
one conjecture that might explain this difference is that the 
GPS receiver's processing was driven out of its linear re- 
gion at short range by the impulsive nature of the UWB 
pulse interference, reducing the interfering pulse power by 
clipping the UWB pulses. 

In all of these measurements, the GPS receiver always pro- 
duced a position measurement, i.e., it always could access 
enough satellite signals to complete a position location es- 
timate. We believe that the selective availability effects 

UWB Receiver^ 
Interference 
Bound 

-110   -100    -90 -70      -60     -50      -40    -30      -20    -10 

UWB Transmitted Power, P^ (dBW) 

Figure 7: The region of the {P^,D^) plane representing the operating 
range of UWB systems. The numerical values used in plotting the bounds 
on the region of operation come from the examples used in this paper, 
with numerical values provided by (13) and (23), scaled to an operating 
range of 30 meters, with (Sb/Wtot)„,„i„=10 dB. 

imposed on the satellite signals for ordinary GPS naviga- 
tion would completely mask the error effects caused by 
the UWB interference in these tests. The UWB interfer- 
ence effects may have somewhat more effect on differen- 
tial GPS systems, but the carrier-to-noise ratio effects are 
the same in both cases. For experiments with a variety of 
GPS receivers, but not instrumented for {C/Ntotjg mea- 
surements, see [4]. 

UWB SIGNAL POWER BOUNDS 

The upper bound on UWB transmitted power Pu based on 
interference to other systems, and the lower bound based 
on the effects of interference to the UWB receiver are sum- 
marized here. 

5*Bu > Pu > 
D^ 

GMM\R) 
N^ + 

5u 
(jE;b/iVtot)„, 

(25) 
It is worth noting that there is always a critical value of data 
rate Du below which the upper bound exceeds the lower 
bound and communication is feasible in principle. 

The deployment challenges for UWB systems are epit- 
omized by the region of operation in in Fig. 7, both in 
defining that region, and in controlling its boundary to in- 
crease the maximum bit rate at which communication will 
be possible. Clearly, dB changes in the range of allowable 
transmitter power Pu for a given data rate Dutranslate di- 
rectly into dB changes in the potentially achievable data 
rate D^. There are significant dB uncertainties in these 
bounds, even for the examples in this paper, because of 
approximations in the mathematical models used, and un- 
certainties in the real environment into which a system will 
be deployed. 

The upper bound on the transmitter power can be raised 
by expanding bandwidth, improving antennas, etc., and is 
subject to conjecture until the FCC settles regulatory is- 
sues. 

The lower bound is dominated by interference that may 
occur in the UWB receiver, and in particular by the quan- 



tity lu/B^. Since /„ is measured in the operating band- 
widtii Bu, Tlie system designer should explore the choice 
of passband to maximize this ratio, within the constraints 
imposed by propagation effects and hardware constraints. 

The boundaries of the operating region have been illus- 
trated here in a relatively simple way. Assumptions have 
been made in developing these bounds that may be opti- 
mistic or pessimistic for a given system and environment. 
When the bounds on Pu are tight and account for the inef- 
ficiencies and the realities of an implementation, then the 
difference between the upper and lower bounds in (24) for 
a given data rate D^ represents a measure of the achiev- 
able link margin for the UWB system. Hence the higher 
the data rate £)„, the lower the margin available to acco- 
modate unforseen interference and propagation problems. 
Using the example of Fig. 7 which indicates a critical data 
rate of roughly 3 Mbps, a margin of 20 dB in the power 
budget would could be achieved only for data rates below 
30 Kbps. 

ISSUES IN COMPLETING THE UWB LINK 

Communication over paths with a clear line-of-sight can 
be done in a variety of ways. The potential advantage of 
UWB radio comes from the ability of low-frequency ra- 
dio waves to penetrate materials [5]. It is this capability 
that makes UWB systems competitive with other higher- 
frequency systems of comparable bandwidth. From an- 
other viewpoint, it is the very large bandwidth of a UWB 
system, which makes it ideal for ranging and provides mul- 
tipath resolution, that makes it competitive with narrower 
bandwidth systems within its frequency range. 

In many environments, the UWB signal undergoes a sig- 
nificant amount of distortion in the process of propagat- 
ing from transmitter to receiver. A sub-nanosecond pulse 
may reverberate in an indoor environment for a few hun- 
dred nanoseconds, making complete reception or equaliza- 
tion of the UWB signal difficult. The UWB receiver must 
track (or compensate for) these distortions to take full ad- 
vantage of all of the received power for communication 
purposes. Estimates [6] of the number of resolvable sig- 
nal components that must be tracked to capture a given 
percentage of the total incident UWB signal power in an 
indoor environment can vary significantly over relatively 
small changes in antenna location because of individual 
path shadowing, etc. The temporal diversity inherent in 
such a selective-Rake UWB receiver may be equivalent 
to a level of directional/ spatial diversity because different 
components of the received signal arrive at the receiver 
along spatially distinct paths [7]. These all are considera- 
tions in the design of a robust and efficient UWB receiver 
processing algorithm. 

Deployment of UWB radio systems in large numbers with 
multiple access to the environment can be accomplished 
by code-division multiple-access techniques. However, 
accurate prediction of the numbers and possible spatial dis- 
tribution of UWB radios that may occur in the future is 

very difficult to estimate or bound. Hence, the aggregate 
interference that the successful deployment of UWB tech- 
nology may cause to other systems is not a reliably pre- 
dictable quantity at the present time. Indeed this concern 
may lead to regulations that are ultimately too restrictive 
(or too liberal) in their control of UWB emissions. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper illustrates the complexity of issues that arise 
in the accurate measurement and interpretation of ultra- 
wideband (UWB) interference effects in narrowband re- 
ceivers. The behavior of an amateur radio receiver in 
the presence of sinusoidal and UWB interference is stud- 
ied. We characterize antenna response and receiver non- 
linearities, which lead to an understanding of UWB effects 
on the receiver output during outdoor response measure- 
ments as a function of range and antenna orientation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Ultra Wideband (UWB) Radio uses radio impulses to trans- 
mit information [1]. The key concept underlying UWB 
radio is that by using low power spread over a very wide 
bandwidth, one may communicate information without se- 
riously degrading the performance of other narrowband 
users in the same frequency range. An important area of 
research in UWB radio is to quantify the effect that UWB 
transmissions will have on systems with which spectrum is 
shared. Radio amateurs are one of the groups concerned 
with this issue because there are bands allocated for ama- 
teur radio within the possible range of future UWB systems. 
This paper describes the results of sensitivity and linearity 
measurements performed with a receiver system supplied 
by the American Radio Relay League (ARRL) to quantify 
the effects of UWB signals. Testing was performed at the 
University of Southern California (USC), using the experi- 
mental UWB transmitter and instrumentation of USC's Ul- 
tRa Lab. The receiver and its antenna were supplied by the 
ARRL, which also provided samples of their standard re- 
ceiver test procedures. 

Sophisticated radio amateurs often use their receiving 
equipment near the limits of its sensitivity in both practical 

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation 
under Award No. 9730556, by the Office of Naval Research through Giant 
N00014-00-1-0221, by the MURI Project under Contract DAAD19-01- 
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup 

and experimental settings. The Minimum Discemible Sig- 
nal (MDS) test was suggested by the ARRL [2] as a mea- 
sure of how strong a desired signal must be in order to be 
detected. The MDS paradigm provides a useful framework 
within which to think about the interference problem, in a 
particular setting. However, one would like to say some- 
thing more general, namely how much UWB interference 
will be detected under a range of conditions (UWB source 
power, range and propagation geometry). This requires a 
propagation model and an understanding of receiver non- 
Unearities. Early on in our testing, it became clear that we 
would need to put particular emphasis on characterizing the 
non-linearities, because our UWB signal was pulsed with 
high peak-to-average power ratio, and the receiver had quite 
narrow dynamic range. 

2. TESTING PROCEDURES 

The test setup is shown in Figure 1. Tests were per- 
formed using the UltRa Lab's UWB transmitting equip- 
ment, namely a custom-built time hopping trigger gener- 
ator, an Avtech gaussian pulse generator and a wideband 
omnidirectional antenna. A variable attenuator was used for 
power control. The ARRL provided an ICOM IC-1271A 
receiver and a loop-Yagi antenna as a typical amateur ra- 
dio setup on which to investigate the interference effects. 
Details on the UWB signal and antenna characteristics are 
given in Section 3. 

The receiver was operated in the upper-sideband mode, 
with all other signal processing options, including auto- 



(a) Pulse shape at the pulser output 

(b) Waveform received by a UWB antenna 

(c) Waveform received by the loop-Yagi antenna 

Fig. 2. UWB waveforms 
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Fig. 3. Narrowband spectrum analyzer trace of the received 
UWB signal at fiill power, overlaid with the receiver's au- 
dio passband when tuned to 1296 MHz (dotted line, with 
arbitrary dB offset). The resolution bandwidth is 30 Hz. 

the LNA and for cable losses, where applicable. 
To evaluate receiver Hnearity, the output of the receiver 

tuned to 1296 MHz was observed over a range of radiated 
UWB powers, to determine what level of UWB interfer- 
ence will drive the receiver into saturation. As a basis for 
comparison, the same test was performed using a calibrated 
continuous wave (CW) input to the receiver, such as to pro- 
duce a 1000 Hz audio tone. 

The MDS is the input signal level required to cause a 3 
dB rise in the output audio power with respect to the power 
when no input is applied. If the receiver is operating lin- 
early, it is a measure of the input noise-plijs-interference 
power within the passband of the receiver. Therefore, mea- 
suring the output power of the receiver, in linear response 
conditions, also yields the MDS if the receiver gain is 
known. 

matic gain control, turned off. The RF gain was set at max- 
imum while the audio gain (volume) knob was adjusted so 
that audio noise output was nominally 30 mV(RMS) when 
no input was present. The audio "tone" control was set to 
mid-range. A digital voltmeter was used to measure the au- 
dio output. 

Testing included signal characterization and linearity 
tests in a laboratory environment, followed by interference 
measurements outdoors. 

UWB signal characterization was done with a 
HP54750A high-speed oscilloscope and a HP8563E 
spectrum analyzer. Since neither instrument has particu- 
larly good noise figure, a broadband low-noise amplifier 
(LNA) was inserted where needed to aid in these charac- 
terizations. All measurements are corrected for the gain of 

3. SIGNAL AND ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS 

The elementary UWB signal used in these tests is a gaus- 
sian pulse of approximately 0.7 ns duration at 50% am- 
plitude and with 90% bandwidth of 1.5 GHz. The pulse 
shapes at the output of the pulser, after transmission be- 
tween two ultra-wideband diamond-dipole [5] antennas, 
and after transmission between one diamond dipole and the 
loop-Yagi are shown in Figures 2(a), (b) and (c), respec- 
tively. 

The time-average pulser output power is -10.3 dBm in 
the time-hopped mode, including transmission line losses 
between the pulser and transmit antenna. The time hop- 
ping system generates a sequence of 1023 pulses, randomly 
pulse position modulated at an average interval of 1.27^s, 



thus producing an overall waveform period of 1.3 ms. In 
Figure 3, the UWB spectrum is shown over a 4 kHz range 
about 1296 MHz, measured between a wideband diamond- 
dipole transmit antenna and the loop-Yagi receive antenna 
at a separation of 3 m. Overlayed is the measured fre- 
quency response of the ICOM receiver when tuned to that 
frequency, plotted on an arbitrary dB scale. 

Because of its periodicity, the UWB test signal has a line 
spectrum. The 1.3 ms period indicates that we should ex- 
pect spectral lines at intervals of approximately 770 Hz. 
The expected 770 Hz spaced lines are apparent, as are other, 
generally weaker, lines due to idiosyncracies of the trans- 
mitter hardware. All measurements were performed using 
no data modulation. Random data modulation will disrupt 
the periodicity of the signal and therefore further smooth 
the distribution of power over frequency. 

The UWB antenna gain pattern and frequency response 
are plotted in Figure 7(a). Its polarization is vertical. The 
gain pattern and frequency response of the loop-Yagi an- 
tenna are shown in Figure 7(b). Its polarization was found 
to be nearly linear and it was oriented for maximum re- 
sponse. To ensure repeatable results, the loop-Yagi was 
pointed directly at the UWB antenna during signal char- 
acterization and linearity testing. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In Figure 3, we can see how the UWB spectrum relates to 
the passband of the receiver tuned to 1296 MHz. There are 
four major spectral peaks within the receiver passband. As 
the receiver is tuned, a different number of peaks may enter 
the band and the detected interference power may change. 
Because the receiver passband is approximately 2.5 kHz, 
and the peaks are spaced at 770 Hz intervals, there will 
always be three or four peaks within the passband, so we 
should expect a variation in interference level of about 4/3 
or 1.25 dB, plus any variations due to the shape of the signal 
spectrum itself. We will see in section 4.2 that the interfer- 
ence level varies about 3.5 dB when receiver response is 
hnear. 

4.1. Receiver Linearity 

The receiver linearity was characterized for both UWB and 
sinusoidal signals. In Figure 4 we see that the receiver 
behaves differently in each case. The response due to the 
calibrated CW source may be considered as firmly known, 
while the horizontal alignment of the UWB curve was more 
difficult to estabUsh. It involves estimating the portion of 
input power, already filtered by the antennas, contained 
within the passband of the receiver. This may be done by 
reference to Figure 3, or using the time domain waveform of 
Figure 2(c). In the latter case, we can estimate the average 

il50 -145 -140 -135 -130 -125 -120 -115 -110 -105 
average RF power input (d&n) 

Fig. 4. Receiver linearity at maximum RF gain. Antenna 
separation was 2 m for the UWB case. 

power in the passband of the receiver by taking a discrete 
Fourier transform and using our knowledge of the average 
pulse period. By this method, at full transmitter power (the 
rightmost point in Figure 4), the average received UWB 
power within the receiver passband is approximately -107 
dBm, which justifies the horizontal positioning of the UWB 
curve to within 2 dB. 

Assuming that our placement of the UWB curve is cor- 
rect, the plot shows that the receiver begins to behave non- 
linearly at approximately 5 dB lower average input power 
when the UWB signal is present compared to the sinusoidal 
signal. Also note the 5 dB lower compressed output level 
for the UWB signal. This is thought to be due to the low 
duty cycle of the pulse waveform, in that the receiver is in 
compression due to the high peak power, but this amount of 
power is not always present as it would be in a sinusoidal 
signal. For some portion of the time between pulse arrivals 
the input power is much lower than the peak and the re- 
ceiver is not saturated, therefore although the response is 
non-Unear, the average output power is reduced. 

The 5 dB difference in both the compressed output power 
and the saturation point suggests a duty cycle for the UWB 
waveform within the receiver of approximately 30% at the 
point where compression occurs. This indicates that the 
pulses are undergoing compression in an early IF stage with 
bandwidth of about 2.5 MHz. With the receiver in compres- 
sion, the measured interference level is lower than would be 
the case if response were linear. The compressed receiver 
stage acts as a bandpass hmiter, which is well known to help 
reduce the effects of pulsed interference. A lower duty cy- 
cle UWB signal of equal average power, whose higher peak 
power would be compressed in an earlier receiver stage, 
would produce even less output interference. 

The UWB linearity plot shows that the receiver will op- 
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Fig. 6. Outdoor UWB response measured at 24 m range and 
30 degrees off boresight. The MDS estimate is corrected for 
the excess power of our transmitter. 

erate linearly if the input power is reduced by at least 15 
dB. Therefore, increasing antenna separation to a minimum 
of approximately 12 meters in free space should also result 
in linear operation. This estimate of minimum separation is 
supported in the following section. 

4.2. Outdoor Measurements and MDS Estimate 

Outdoor tests were performed to confirm ranges and an- 
tenna orientations where the receiver could be expected to 
behave linearly. This was done on the top floor of a park- 
ing structure at USC. In addition to the direct path and the 
ground reflection, there may have been other significant re- 
flections due to perimeter walls and metal fences. The au- 
dio output of the receiver was measured at different sepa- 
rations and the receiving loop-Yagi antenna was pointed 0, 
15 and 30 degrees away from the transmit antenna, with the 
UWB signal at full power. The results are shown in Fig- 
ure 5. Here, measured noise is subtracted from the UWB 
measurements. 

Also plotted are the predictions of a simple two-ray 
model over an ideal ground plane, modified from [3]. 
The model assumes idealized antenna patterns similar to 
Figure 7 and linear response extrapolated from Figure 4. 
Clearly the model does not match the measurements very 
well, but it does provide a useful frame of reference in 
which to interpret our results. Viewed in this light, the data 
support our expectation that audio output is compressed to 
a constant for separations less than about 12 meters with the 
loop-Yagi antenna boresighted, due to the non-linearity of 
the receiver. The presence of a shallow null near 20 meters 
also suggests that we are on the right track, but that the re- 

flected ray is considerably weaker than is assumed by the 
model. 

Having determined the minimum antenna separation re- 
quired by the receiver to operate linearly, we performed a 
final series of measurements aimed at estimating the MDS. 
We chose a 24 meter separation, with the receiving loop- 
Yagi antenna pointed 30 degrees away from the UWB trans- 
mitter. The test was done over a 30 kHz span in 1 kHz steps 
beginning at 1296 MHz, with the UWB signal alternately 
turned on and off. The results are shown in Figure 6. The 
scaling of the vertical axis is based on Figure 4. The UWB 
signal produced an output power 5 to 8 dB above the re- 
ceiver noise floor, while the noise varied less than 1 dB. 
The variability of the UWB-induced output is due to the 
line spectrum of the UWB signal. 

5. COEXISTENCE AND REGULATION 

In this paper, we studied the behavior of an amateur radio 
receiver in the presence of the UWB interference. It is im- 
portant to understand the limitations of the data presented 
above. 

Our UWB signals did not conform to proposed UWB 
regulatory limits on average power spectral density [6]. The 
limit, below 2 GHz, is 12 dB below 500 //V/m into any 1 
MHz of bandwidth at 3 m. Our calculations show that our 
output at 1296 MHz was 287 ^V/m per MHz, or roughly 
7 dB higher. Figure 6 shows our best estimate of what the 
receiver's MDS might have been if our transmitter had been 
in compliance with the proposed limit. 

Test configurations were chosen, not as realistic inter- 
ference scenarios, but rather to facilitate obtaining reason- 
ably clean and repeatable measurements and to achieve an 



understanding of potentially important effects. Pointing a 
beam antenna directly at the source of UWB interference 
at close range in an enclosed space, as we did, is a good 
way to measure interference effects, but the resuUs cannot 
be taken as a direct illustration of the impact of UWB on 
amateur radio in general. 

Despite our emphasis in this paper on characterizing and 
later avoiding non-linearities in receiver response measure- 
ments, one should not assume that this non-linear behavior 
is undesirable. To the contrary, in this case, a high peak-to- 
average power ratio UWB signal caused less interference 
than did a CW input having equal average power in-band, as 
was pointed out in Section 4.1. Notwithstanding any other 
considerations motivating FCC's proposed limits on peak- 
to-average power ratios, this narrowband receiver system 
would probably benefit from an even higher ratio. Since 
the pulse width seen by the receiver is effectively set by its 
antenna, this might mean raising the UWB pulse amplitude 
while slowing the pulse repetition frequency to maintain the 
same average power level. 
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The University of Southern California (USC) Uhra Lab conducted shipboard RF environment 
characterization of the SS Curtiss immediately following the first week open space tests. Tests were not 
performed during the second week with containers. Dr. Robert Scholtz led the team of professors and 
students. The test provided an excellent opportunity for USC to perform channel measurements in a ship. 
They were funded by ONR Code 313 Marine Corps 6.1 research grant. 

Four primary tests were run: 

• Pulse Response with Sampling Oscilloscope 
• Transfer Function with Network Analyzer 
• Pulse Response with a UWB Test Radio 
• Interference Check with Spectrum Analyzer 

The pulse response with sampling scope test was straightforward, operating similar to container tests 
conducted by Aether Wire at the Port of Oakland. A low-powered pulser was connected to an UWB 
"diamond" antenna to radiate impulses. Synch reference was provided by coax cable to the sampling 
oscilloscope. Measurements were made with a 20 Gsample/sec sampling oscilloscope connected to a 
pre-amplifier and matching "diamond" antenna. Figure A-1 shows the pulse generator and oscilloscope 
equipment configuration. 

The sampling scope had limited memory, thus many readings needed to be spliced together to form a 
composite picture, lengthening time required for measurement and limiting the number of tests that could 
be made. The sampling oscilloscope had high background noise, limiting noise floor, preventing 
measurement to -20 dB. Averaging was not used due to the long measurement times. 

The network analyzer was used to improve noise floor. It measured the channel frequency and phase 
response and the result was Fourier transformed into the time domain. It had 40 to 50 dB lower noise 
floor than the digital sampling oscilloscope. Ship's high pressure sodium arc lamps were turned off, as 
they raised the noise floor 6 dB. Figure A-2 shows the network analyzer test equipment configuration. 

The UWB test radios were Time Domain PulsON™ Application Demonstrator (PAD). They operated 
in pairs, one transmitting and the other receiving. They were used for channel measurements and sampled 
the environmental response, much the same as a pulse generator/sampling oscilloscope. They did not 
need a synchronization cable between units, they were able to automatically synchronize between 
themselves from received pulses. Samples were sent to a connected laptop PC. No pictures were taken of 
the PADs and no data was made available. Time domain provided the units to USC non-disclosure. 

A spectrum analyzer was used to measure interference from shipboard radios and radars. 

UWB "diamond" antennas were used for all tests. They are like "bow-tie" antennas, with broad 
response, but have the "fat" side connected inside resulting in a diamond appearance. The PADs have 
smaller "diamond" antennas, and the oscilloscope and network analyzer measurements used larger 
antennas with -3 dB response from 700 MHz to 1.8 GHz. Figures A-3 and A-4 show a test setup in holds 
5 and 6. Figures A-5 thru A-7 show the measurement equipment, measurements and data processing 
equipment. 
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Transmit 
Antenna 

Pulse Generator 
2 MHz 

Receive 
Antenna 

LNA 
Sampling Oscilloscope 

Figure A-1. USC pulse generator and sampling oscilloscope test equipment. 

Transmit 
Antenna 

Receive 
Antenna 

Network Analyzer 

Figure A-2. USC network analyzer test equipment. 
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Figure A-3. USC test equipment setup in SS Curtiss Holds 5 and 6, looking port forward. 

Figure A-4. USC test equipment setup in SS Curtiss Holds 5 and 6, looking forward. 
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Figure A-5. USC network analyzer and sampling oscilloscope. 
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Figure A-6. USC team taking measurements. 

Figure A-7. USC team processing measurements with PC and MATLAB. 
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Five different channel measurement tests were made with antennas in different locations, each with 
sampling oscilloscope and network analyzer. Figures A-8 through A-12 show the test configurations. 
The transmit antenna is the triangle and the receive antenna is the circle. 
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Figure A-8. Test 1 Configuration - 60-foot distance, down the middle. 
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Figure A-9. Test 2 Configuration - 85-foot Distance, through a stanchion. 
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Figure A-10. Test 3 Configuration - 60-foot distance, to a comer. 
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Figures A-13 through A-17 show the sampling scope test results. Test 1 included 4 ^isec of data. 
Data did not start at 0 ^sec and decay times must be adjusted to account for the time offset. The high 
noise floor of the sampling oscilloscope of- 6 dB masked the final decay to -20 dB, the normal delay 
spread figure. The - 6 dB point was reached at about 1 usec. The balance of tests included only 2 [isec 
of data, reducing time to take measurements. Decay time to - 20 dB is estimated to be 3 |isec. 

45 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 

Figure A-13. Test 1 decay, sampling oscilloscope. 

2.E 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 

Figure A-14. Test 2 decay, sampling oscilloscope. 

2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.4 3.6 

Figure A-15. Test 3 decay, sampling oscilloscope. 

Figure A-16. Test 4 decay, sampling oscilloscope. 
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Test 4 shows no initial pulse, it was blocked by the bulkhead, and a slow ramp up of reverberation. 
Reverberation may have coupled between the two compartments through the opening, producing a double 
integration of energy. 

Figure A-17. Test 5 decay, sampling oscilloscope. 

Test 5 shows the initial direct impulse is much higher than the overall reverberation. This may be 
caused by the direct line of sight filtering caused by the tunnel, providing little energy to the intervening 
compartment for reverberation. 

Figures A-18 through A-21 shows the network analyzer measurements and Inverse Fast Fourier 
Transform (IFFT) for Tests 3 and 5. The network analyzer took 3,200 measurements at 1 MHz steps. 

1.5 2 
Frequency (GHz) 

Figure A-18. Test 3 amplitude measurement, network analyzer. 
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Figure A-19. Test 3 IFFT time response, networli analyzer. 

Figure A-18, Test 3 amplitude, the magnitude of the envelope of amplitude measurement is largely 
the square of the antenna responses.   -6 dB responses correspond to each antenna's -3dB response. 
Multipath nulls are visible in the amplitude plot, extending up to 30 to 40 dB below average. 

Figure A-19, Test 3 IFFT, shove's the initial impulse delayed by 60 nsec, corresponding to 60-foot 
antenna separation. This provides excellent confirmation of the network analyzer/IFFT measurement 
technique. 

Figure A-20, Test 5 amplitude, multipath nulls are visible in the amplitude plot, extending up to 30 
to 40 dB below average. 
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Figure A-20. Test 5 amplitude measurement, network analyzer. 
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Figure A-21, Test 5 IFFT, shows the initial impulse delayed by 210 nsec, corresponding to the 
200-foot antenna separation. This again provides excellent confirmation of the network analyzer/IFFT 
measurement technique. 

Figure A-21. Test 3 IFFT time response, network analyzer. 

Figure A-22 shows a spectral measurement of a shipboard 10 GHz X-band search radar signal 
through a UWB antenna, made in the enclosed cargo bay of the USS Curtiss. The spectrum analyzer 
resolution bandwidth was 300 kHz, with max hold feature ON. Instantaneous or average measurements 
did not show significant energy. Peak measurements were required for the radar.   Ship's radar emissions 
leaked into the closed cargo holds. 

9.35 9.5 9.4 9.45 
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Figure A-22. Radar interference measurement, spectrum analyzer. 
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The scope data was auto-correlated to look for internal structure, indicating possible resonances. 
Figure A-23 shows a sample of oscilloscope sampled data and Figures A-24 thru A-26 show the auto- 
correlation.   The auto-correlation showed the antenna impulse responses and no resonances. The 
passband of the test setup was likely too high to excite the ship's compartment cavity resonances. 

x10 Sampling Scope Raw Data 

Figure A-23. Sampling scope raw data. 
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Figure A-24. Self-auto-correlation, ±2 i^sec. 
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Figure A-25. Self-auto-correlation, ±50 nsec. 
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Figure A-26. Self-auto-correlation, ±5 nsec. 
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CONCLUSION 

The SS Curtiss had very long delay spreads, approximately 1 usec to - 6 dB, and estimated 3 (J,sec at 
-20 dB. This is approximately 10 times longer than 200 to 300 nsec typical for office and industrial 
environments. It is also longer than 1 i^sec typical for ISO containers.    The WhereNet DSSS system was 
designed to operate up to 1 |.isec delay spread. The ship exceeded that. 

Multipath nulls were measured between 30 to 40 dB using a network analyzer. They would greatly 
affect narrow-band systems. The multipath nulls had little effect on the DSSS system with 60-MHz 
spread, and the UWB system with 400-MHz instantaneous bandwidth. 

The ship's 10 GHz X-band radar leaked into the compartments, but was higher in frequency than the 
test systems. Ship navigational radars also operated at 3.1 GHz, close but still above the 2.45 GHz ISM II 
frequency band used by the DSSS WhereNet system. 3.1 GHz is the lower frequency bound for fiill level 
FCC Part 15B unlicensed UWB 'C band operation. 

Ships present a challenging RF environment with deep multipath nulls and long delay spreads. Its 
amazing that either of the tested PAL systems worked at all. 

Figures A-27 and A-28 show the USC team. 

Figure A-27. USC team. 
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